Trustees opposed to Prop. 61

By Suzanne Carson
Staff Writer
The California State University Board of Trustees has adopted a resolution against Proposition 61 because the board believes the ballot proposal will have a negative impact on public employees.

Trustees of the 19 campuses adopted a resolution July 9 which stated that the "California Fair Pay Amendment" is not fair, and if approved, "it would have a profound negative effect." Trustees also agreed to support the efforts of organized groups opposed to the amendment.

Seventy-three-year-old Republican Paul Gann submitted the 971,000 signatures qualifying the initiative for the November ballot. The initiative calls for placing an $80,000 ceiling on the governor's yearly salary and $52,500 limit on the salaries of other elected state officials. Last year the governor earned $49,100 and other elected officials earned $42,500. But under current law the salaries would be raised to $85,000 per year and $72,500 per year respectively by Jan. 1, 1987.

Gann believes that his initiative would curb "runaway salaries and pensions in California." Under the initiative the maximum compensation of all other elected or appointed state and local government employees and individual public contractors would be limited to 80 percent of the governor's salary. Vacation and sick leave benefits are also limited.

The CSU Trustees strongly oppose the initiative. According to a CSU report from the Chancellor's Office, approval of Prop. 61 would adversely affect the system: "It would markedly hamper CSU's ability to hire and retain faculty; it would cause able personnel to leave careers in teaching, support and administrative positions; and it would compel all employees to lose basic benefits of sick leave and pensions in California." Under the initiative the maximum compensation of all other elected or appointed state and local government employees and individual public contractors would be limited to 80 percent of the governor's salary. Vacation and sick leave benefits are also limited.

The CSU Trustees strongly oppose the initiative. According to a CSU report from the Chancellor's Office, approval of Prop. 61 would adversely affect the system: "It would markedly hamper CSU's ability to hire and retain faculty; it would cause able personnel to leave careers in teaching, support and administrative positions; and it would compel all employees to lose basic benefits of sick leave and pensions in California." Under the initiative the maximum compensation of all other elected or appointed state and local government employees and individual public contractors would be limited to 80 percent of the governor's salary. Vacation and sick leave benefits are also limited.

Foundation to rethink divestment decision

By Mary Eddy
Staff Writer
At the recommendation of the Cal Poly Foundation Board investment committee, the Foundation Board of Directors on Sept. 26 will reassess their May decision not to divest from companies doing business in South Africa.

"The investment committee will be recommending divesting their equities over an 18-month period," said James Neal, a member of the Foundation Board and the investment committee. According to Neal, by using the 18-month plan, complete divestment would occur by the end of 1990.

Neal said that although he personally does not believe that now is a good time to divest because of the market situation, the board will definitely be taking a stronger stand for divestment. "(Cal Poly President Warren) Baker will also be asking the board to reconsider their decision," said Neal.

As for other board members, Neal said, "I can't second guess the other board members, but I think that some members are for divestment and some aren't."

Neal added that Gov. George Deukmejian's recent strong stand against apartheid, especially his support for the University of California Board of Regents' decision to divest, has made an impact on the Foundation. "At first the board was in favor of selective investments, but now we'll have to reconsider," said Neal.

James Strom, another Foundation Board and investment committee member, echoed Neal's belief that the committee will recommend divestment. "The investment committee is going to take a more stringent recommendation to the full board.

Poly gives preliminary funding

More plans for arts center

By Gwen Dawkins
Staff Writer
Cal Poly and the City of San Luis Obispo have reached the next stage in their cooperative venture to build a theater for the performing arts.

In July the City Council hired a neutral consultant firm to find the best and most feasible location for a large theater. The firm selected Cal Poly as the best site. The next stage is to devise an agreement between Cal Poly, the city and the county.

Last week the City Council authorized further studies by the consulting firm of Goodhue, Haisley and Barker. The firm will be
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First glance

A Cal Poly agricultural management student was crowned Maid of San Luis Obispo County at the Mid-State Fair. See page 5.

IN A WORD
ble+lum — n., a lazy, talkative person.

WEATHER
Weekend weather calls for low clouds and fog in the mornings, clearing by the afternoons with highs between 75 and 85 and lows in the mid-50s.
**Opinion**

A modern-day horror story

T
days it seems that everything has a sequel. First there was "Rocky" and "Rocky II"; now there is "Rocky III" and so on. Even a movie as gruesome as "Friday the 13th" has managed to back-slash through it all. Now, on the November ballot, voters will decide on Proposition 61, the sequel to Proposition 13.

I'm sure the flashbacks to what has come before, Paul Gann and Howard Jarvis carried hatchets and machetes, promising to cut property taxes. There was the warning by the old man (Jerry Brown) "Don't mess around with that; it's dangerous." But voters will be voters and Prop. 13 won in a landslide. But Jarvis and Gann turned out to be wearing hockey masks. They went through California schools, systematically butchering every program of any merit. They slaughtered sports programs and axed funds the schools desperately needed. Parents saw the bloodshed and said their children's shouldn't be subjected to such horrors. Alas it was already law.

Back to present day. Paul Gann sits sharpening his knife, eagerly awaiting the November vote that will set him loose once again. This time his target is teachers, administrators and all other California state employees. Prop. 61 will set ceilings on teachers' salaries at $64,000. This would make it impossible to hire qualified teachers in fields such as engineering, medicine and law, where private industries pay higher salaries.

Gann has said "If people feel they can do so well to get along without the private enterprise system, why then, we'll sacrifice and try to get along without them." Well that's awful big of him. At 73, Gann is hardly worried about getting a quality education.

If this initiative passes, high-quality teachers will leave the California school system. Many professors, including some at Cal Poly, will face salary reductions. Industry, other states and private schools will be more than willing to take the cream of the crop off our hands.

Gubernatorial candidate Tom Bradley has come out against Prop. 61. So has the California Faculty Association, the California State University Boats of Trustees and the California State Student Association.

The Summer Mustang Editorial Board strongly encourages that students and faculty actively work in the coming months to defeat Prop. 61. Anyone who votes for the initiative, or doesn't bother to vote, has no right to ever complain about the quality of education.

If we want good teachers we have to pay competitive salaries. It's simple economics.

**Letters to the Editor**

Bridge participants were misrepresented

Editor: When I picked up the August 7 issue of Summer Mustang I was surprised and somewhat embarrassed to see that the Summer Bridge Program here at Cal Poly, in which I am taking part, had been misrepresented.

The article depicted a different purpose to the program, and ultimately, a different type of student attending the program than we, the Bridge participants, understand to exist.

The students in the Bridge Program are all very intelligent, highly motivated people. I am not making these claims because I am one myself; I got a B.A. degree after having had the opportunity to work with and around my peers in Bridge. I believe the article left us looking like poor underachievers who need extra help to make it through college, rather than students new to the Cal Poly campus who have been given an excellent opportunity to become familiar with the academic and social life here.

The Summer Bridge Program is not a program designed to help prepare incapable students to survive. On the contrary, it is a program designed to help very capable and underrepresented students get ready for the rest of this academic year, and that might normally be offered them.

**Summer Mustang**

What was the last book you read just for fun?

Marc Biddle, construction management sophomore:

"I couldn't tell you that. I haven't read one since I started school. I read a lot of magazines but that's about it. Oh, I read "Knights of the Round Table." I didn't finish it.

Cynthia Hurst, graduate in animal science:

"All Things Wise and Wonderful." It's the last in a series. I read it about a year ago. "Vibrate Embryology" doesn't cut as enjoyable reading.

Debbie Burdick, industrial engineering senior:

"I can't even remember. I'm an English minor so I've read a lot in class. We read a lot of good books in class.

**Summer Mustang**

Susan Edmondson, editor:

"I read "Night in the Rodg.""

Mary Anne Talbot, managing editor:

"I just read "On the Road" by Jack Kerouac."

Daryl Shoapough, photo editor:

"I read "The Last Star.""
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"I can't even remember. I'm an English minor so I've read a lot in class. We read a lot of good books in class.
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The article depicted a different purpose to the program, and ultimately, a different type of student attending the program than we, the Bridge participants, understand to exist.

The students in the Bridge Program are all very intelligent, highly motivated people. I am not making these claims because I am one myself; I got a B.A. degree after having had the opportunity to work with and around my peers in Bridge. I believe the article left us looking like poor underachievers who need extra help to make it through college, rather than students new to the Cal Poly campus who have been given an excellent opportunity to become familiar with the academic and social life here.

The Summer Bridge Program is not a program designed to help prepare incapable students to survive. On the contrary, it is a program designed to help very capable and underrepresented students get ready for the rest of this academic year, and that might normally be offered them.

RONALD COX
ASI hopes to decrease its dependence on student fees

By Linda Voigt
Staff Writer

The primary goal of ASI for the coming year will be to relieve itself of excessive dependence on student fee dollars, ASI President Kevin Swanson said at a Student Senate board of directors meeting Aug. 6.

"Because over the past five years we’ve had increasing dependence on student fees and the profits from facilities such as the bowling alley and the copy center we need to increase our marketing and decrease our insurance costs," Swanson said.

ASI has proposed cutting insurance costs through a joint powers agreement with other student governments and auxiliary organizations within the CSU system. The Auxiliary Organization Association is presently researching a joint powers agreement through the Chancellor’s Office.

"We want to generate income internally — to create programs that will produce income that we can shift into other programs," Swanson said.

According to Swanson, ASI is currently paying $100,000 for insurance. "Our insurance costs have increased about 350 times because of increased liability and other expenses. ASI has to provide insurance for Poly Royal as well as many student services," he said.

ASI has proposed cutting insurance costs through a joint powers agreement with other student governments and auxiliary organizations within the CSU system. The Auxiliary Organization Association is presently researching a joint powers agreement through the Chancellor’s Office.

"We want to generate income internally — to create programs that will produce income that we can shift into other programs that require a heavy subsidy," Swanson said.

Heavy subsidies include programs where the subsidy is more than 50 percent of the gross expense. Some of these include Rec Sports and Student Community Services.

A marketing director position, which was approved by ASI in spring for fall implementation, has been canceled because of insurance expenses, Swanson said.

"Because our insurance was $130,000 the marketing director program had to be scrapped," he said.

"If it’s done (joint powers agreement) we can possibly save between $70,000 and $80,000. The process of having sponsors and advertisers to help subsidize ASI-sponsored events is a relatively new field, and it’s one we are exploring," Swanson said.

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
Plus one free X-ray (if indicated)

Johnston Chiropractic Clinic, Inc. is sponsoring a spinal check-up and Scoliosis Screening program as a public service. This service will include consultation, physical examination, and a report of findings.

WARNING SIGNS OF SPINAL MISALIGNMENTS

- Recurring Headaches
- Dizziness, Blurred Vision
- Neck, Shoulder & Arm Pain
- Low Back & Leg Pain
- Pain Between Shoulders
- Numbness in Hands & Arms
- Loss of Sleep
- Difficulty Breathing
- Numbness in Legs & Feet

If you suffer from any of these warning signs call immediately to prevent possible advancing complications. This Free Spinal public service is for a limited time only, by appointment, please.

Please mention ad at time of visit.

For An Appointment Call 541-2727
Johnston Chiropractic Clinic
Palmer Graduate 1150 Grove Street San Luis Obispo
CSSA discusses state initiatives

By Cindi Floyd
Staff Writer

The top priority for the California State Student Association board meeting Aug. 9 and 10 was Assembly Bill 1720 (Hauser), which will allow California State University student newspapers to publish unsigned editorials as long as a disclaimer is attached, said Cal Poly's representative, ASI President Kevin Swanson.

The CSSA Board also discussed proposed legislation dealing with state salaries, funding for new educational facilities and AIDS policies. According to Swanson, the Hauser bill will give student publications the right to exercise freedom of the press on campus as well as off campus.

The existing law preventing student newspapers from taking stands on political issues stems from language in Title 5 of the California State University and Colleges Education Code which reads, "Funds of an auxiliary organization shall be used for purposes consistent with the trustees and campus policy and shall not be used: To support or oppose any candidate for public office, whether partisan or not, or to support or oppose any issue before the voting of this state ... or any local government entity of any kind."

Swanson said, "It's unfortunate that student publications can't print unsigned editorial opinions according to the interpreted language of Title 5."

Another issue the CSSA board opposed was Proposition 61, the Gann Initiative. Twenty-thousand California public employees would be affected by the proposed salary and benefit limitations.

"It limits salaries and discourages qualified administration for high positions in the CSU system," said Swanson.

"This proposition would limit the potential growth for college graduates to enter public service in the State of California."

The need for funding to meet the growth of California's higher public education systems is the purpose of Proposition 56, called the Higher Education Facilities Bond Measure. The bond would provide $400 million to keep up with California's growth and facility needs. The CSSA strongly supported the measure and Swanson would like the funding Cal Poly would receive from the bond to be spent on construction of a performing arts center.

The CSSA also took a stand against Proposition 64, or the AIDS Initiative. It opposed this proposition because it says there is no concrete evidence showing that AIDS can be transmitted through casual contact. According to Swanson the evidence needed would be from qualified doctors or the surgeon general.

The CSSA board, whose lobbying efforts represent 319,000 students, is made up of student representatives from each campus who meet once a month.
Ag management student is crowned Maid of SLO

By Pamela Varma

Just 5 feet, 2 inches tall, light on her feet and heavy on personality, she doesn’t resemble the typical pageant contestant. But last week at the San Luis Obispo County Mid-State Fair 18-year-old Jacky Coon, reigning Maid of Templeton, was crowned Maid of San Luis Obispo County.

Edging past eight other contestants, Coon was awarded the crown, dozens of gift certificates good for everything from dinners for two to jewelry, and the job of presenting prizes and meeting the entertainment at the fair.

An agricultural management sophomore at Cal Poly, Coon is not usually involved in such endeavors. In an ordinary year she would be spending early August getting her sheep in shape to show at the fair instead of her animals at the fair and reign as Maid of San Luis Obispo County. She is also a member of the California pageant but won't go because "I don't have a talent." Coon has been showing her animals at the fair and reign as Maid of San Luis Obispo County until next August.

She explained that the pageant included the usual bathing suit and evening gown competition but was more of a refresh ing break from the typical talent acts, she thought the routine was her weak point. "I hated doing it. I just felt so stupid," she said.

Performing maidly duties such as meeting Kenny Loggins and Hurry Lewis have been the best part of winning for Coon. Nevertheless she said, "This was it. I'll never do another pageant." As Maid of San Luis Obispo County she will be invited to the Miss California pageant but won't go because "I don't have a talent."

Coon explained that the pageant included the usual bathing suit and evening gown competition and an interview with the judges. But while most women sang, danced or played musical instruments during the talent section, Coon's family and friends say it was her imitation of Lily Tomlin's "Laugh-In" character Edith Ann that had the audience roaring, and increased her chances of winning.

Making up most of the lines as she went along, Coon as Edith Ann told a story of a girl who went to the fair with her mother.

While some people found Coon a refreshing break from the standard talent acts, she thought the routine was her weak point. "I hated doing it. I just felt so stupid," she said.

Performing maidly duties such as meeting Kenny Loggins and Hurry Lewis have been the best part of winning for Coon. Nevertheless she said, "This was it. I'll never do another pageant." As Maid of San Luis Obispo County she will be invited to the Miss California pageant but won't go because "I don't have a talent."

She said concentrating on preparing her lamb, sheep and heifer for show is most important now. Coon has been showing animals since she was nine years old. She is also a member of the Cal Poly sheep show team.

For her impromptu question Coon was asked what her greatest lesson in life has been. She replied, "Sometimes you win and sometimes you lose and you just have to take life as it comes." So for now Jacky Coon will take her own advice, show her animals at the fair and reign as Maid of San Luis Obispo County until next August.

FOUNDATION

From page 1

In September," said Strom.

Elie Axelroth, a spokesperson for Cal Poly Against Apartheid, said the group is pleased the Foundation will be reconsidering the decision. "But, not to take away from their reconsideration or anything, we still think that there is no need to wait 18 months before they fully divest," she said.

Axelroth said the Foundation should act sooner because "the oppression, the killing and the whole situation in South Africa has not changed and a stronger statement against apartheid must be made. Also, from a practical standpoint there is no need to wait to divest," said Axelroth. "The whole situation there is getting worse, not better. And although I'm no expert on economics, I know that the economic situation will not get better either."

Truck stolen Sunday for 'jojyride'

A gold Chevy pickup truck was stolen from a parking lot behind one of the residence halls early Sunday morning and found on campus two hours later.

The 1985 truck, belonging to Robert Beasley of Grover City, was stolen from parking lot R1 at 3:50 a.m. It was recovered in the parking lot next to the fire department. "We call something like this a jojyride," said Wayne Carmack, Public Safety investigator.

There was no apparent damage and the police department has no suspects at this time.

----------COUPON----------

FREE!

Bring in a friend for dinner, buy any footlong sub and a medium drink, and get a ½ foot sub.

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON
Equipment failure closes down KCPR

KCPR radio was unable to broadcast Wednesday because of equipment failures at its transmitter site, said the station's chief engineer.

Ron Kwang said that when station workers tried to sign on at 6 a.m., they were unable to get the transmitter to operate. When Kwang went up to check the equipment, he found that the microwave receiver was not getting the signal and that the antenna system was not working.

Kwang said it is not known what caused the equipment failure, but there is no evidence of vandalism.

On Wednesday afternoon repairs were being made on the receiver. "We'll definitely be back on the air on low power either tonight (Wednesday) or tomorrow," Kwang said.

On low power, KCPR reaches the Cal Poly campus and most of San Luis Obispo. Kwang said the station can't go back to full power until the antenna system can be repaired.

— Mary Anne Talbott

Talimage Scriven, interim head of the philosophy department, has been named permanently to that position.

The announcement was made by Jon Ericson, dean of the School of Liberal Arts, following a recommendation by philosophy department faculty. Scriven has been a Cal Poly faculty member since 1980. His areas of specialization include theoretical ethics, applied and professional ethics, social philosophy, game theory, logic and philosophy of language.

The Dark Room
Cafe and Night Club
Live tonight: Search for Food 9 pm Fri: Twinkie Defense 9 pm Sat: Johnny Wool & the Gaberdeens 1037 Monterey, SLO, 453-9319
Relax on our Patio
Minors Welcome till 8 p.m.

Head Hunters Seek Job Hunters Who Use PDO* Resumes THE $39.95 ALTERNATIVE Tontype 544-4789 • 2226 Nettie Street

We wrote the book on free delivery...

...and it's been a best seller for over 20 years. The story? It begins with your phone call and ends at your door with a hot, delicious pizza delivered in 30 minutes or less.

Domino's Pizza is critically acclaimed as the #1 source for fast, free delivery. Check us out.

We use only 100% real dairy cheese.

We wrote the book on free delivery... Our drivers carry less than $10.00 Limited delivery area.

@1981 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

2 FREE COKES!
Present this coupon and receive 2 free cokes with any pizza!


30 MINUTE GUARANTEE
if your pizza does not arrive within 30 minutes, present this coupon to the driver for $2.00 off your pizza. (1 coupon per pizza)

Leasing now for Fall Quarter! Offering a convenient ten month lease as well as yearly leases.

Next year, enjoy the quiet and privacy of LAS CASITAS living
CALL: 543-2032 for more information
100 Stafford Street, SLO / OFFICE: A5
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Announcements

Phone Delta Theta, 4th floor of San Juan. The USA is coming to POLY. Interested in being a founder? Call: Steve 546-9198.

Personal

FLASH! August swimwear sale! The Sea Barn's huge inventory of guy's & gal's swimwear is on sale at 20% off. August free croakie or visor with purchase of Ray-Ban's, Vuarnets, Sunclouds, Bucci, Barn's huge inventory of guy's & gal's.
Call 549-9198.

Wanted

LOST DOG: male STANDARD SCHNAUZER answers to Chopper. sail & pepper color, friendly. stands about knee height. REWARD! 544-2951, lorna.

WANTED: 30 overweight people who are 30 days, 100% guaranteed. 481-1128.

Services

REMEMBER to reserve your camping equipment for the 1st break at the escape route OUTLETS! Cheap rentals. windsurfing, surfboards, backpacks, ice cream makers & more!

Opportunities

FREE: Landscape river rock 5½ cu. yds. 1½" size. Take some or all. 543-2315.

Typlng


AAA TYPING SERVICE: Student Papers-Manuscripts Reports/Resumes call 543-0524.

EXPERIENCED TYPST FAST SERVICE $1.25 PAGE CALL 544-2943 CHRIS.

EXPERIENCED TYPST/FAST SERVICE $1.25 PAGE CALL 544-2943 CHRIS.

EXPERIENCED CAL POLY TYPST CLOSE TO CAMPUS 543-9560.

OVERNIGHT SERVICE (usually) $1.50 page typical. Leslie 549-6980.

R&R word processing and typing (Ron/Robin) 543-8370.

SUMMER TYPE $1.00 pg PSMCHD WIC PICKUP GEORGE PIT 489-2364.

Typing: $1.00 page. Call Denise between 5-10pm 549-0754.

ONCE UPON A TIME...

Wells and Company was just a small manufacturer.

Over time they have grown to be one of the nation's leading sportswear manufacturers.

The Wells Sportswear Outlet is inviting the public to purchase top quality sportswear, overruns and seconds at the lowest prices in San Luis Obispo.

Since they are local they can offer immediate restocking of quality fashions designed for the active lifestyle.

Men's Swimsuits ........ $3.95
Running Shorts ........... $3.95
Biking Shorts ............ $13.95

For Sale

Full Screen Terminal (like in library) for $850.00 772-1942 772-7015.

Fridgare refrigerator/freezer (bar size) 3' x 2' $75/OBO. Call 544-2664.

3000 miles $600 OBO 528-2926 After 6pm.

FOR PERFECT PAPERS CALL

EXPERIENCED TYPIST-FAST SERVICE.

CALL 549-0396 eve. 544-2943 day. Chris.

LEWIS BROS.

Wateproof, Insulated, Quality Fashions designed for the active lifestyle.

GET A WOODSTOCK'S PIZZA

Best Brain Food

Around

WE DELIVER

541-4420

1015 Court St. SLO (across from Osos St. Subs)

Buy a Woodstock's Special (5 toppings for the price of 4) and receive an additional $1.50 off

541-4420

(one coupon per pizza)
Phone-In
Your Order
Now!
Phone-In
TAKE N' BAKE
PIZZA
OPEN 12-9 MON.-SAT., 12-8 SUN.
PIZZA Pick Your Favorite
SMALL 10" MEDIUM 12" LARGE 16"
Plain Cheese 2.79 3.99 5.59
PLUS one Topping 2.30 4.50 6.35
Two Toppings 3.65 5.10 7.15
Three Toppings 4.10 5.70 7.95
Four Toppings 4.55 6.30 8.75
Extra Toppings .30 .70 .95
Toppings Include: Olives, Onions, Green Pepper, Canadian Bacon, Mushroom, Salami, Linguica, Sausage, Pineapple

COMBO
SMALL MEDIUM LARGE
Combos 4.80 7.00 9.50
Mushrooms, Peppers, Salami 4.25 5.80 7.85

$1.00 OFF
Present this coupon and receive $1.00 off any 12 or 16" pizza with 2 or more toppings.
(Expires: 9/5/86)

Mustang Daily Coupon
Foothill Plaza
793 Foothill Blvd
541-6606

Give Us a Call Today!

SOMETHING NEW!
FOR THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
FREE
ALPENIC HOME & CAR CASSETTE DECK CLEANING SYSTEM (REG. $10.95)
(FREE, With any Purchase from our Complete Selection of Car Stereo Systems)

WE ALSO CARRY:
PIONEER PRECISION POWER ALARMS BY CRIMESTOPPER
CAR STEREO SALES, SERVICE, INSTALLATION
390 Buckley Rd. Bldg. F. San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Located off Broad St., Past the Airport.

The performing arts center is listed as number 17 of 19 requests for university improvements, but Krauss thinks it's possible to move the project ahead, especially with city cooperation.

Stephen Krauss, director of the Center for the Arts at Cal Poly, said that by helping fund the studies the university is showing it is serious about the theater.

The 1987-1988 capital outlay program shows plans for a performing arts center with preliminary plans and working drawings to be completed during the 1990-1991 school year. A sum of $400,000 has been requested to fund that part of the project.

Construction of the facility is scheduled for the 1991-1992 school year with the level of funding at $10.2 million. Krauss said this is approximately half the estimated cost of the theater.

He added that in the past year there has been an approximately 70 percent increase in projected funding. Although the terms of the capital outlay program still need state approval, Krauss is encouraged.

The performing arts center is listed as number 17 of 19 requests for university improvements, but Krauss thinks it's possible to move the project ahead, especially with city cooperation.

Another way in which the university has shown it is serious about the facility is the fact that it has projected timetables and budget requests for the building of the theater.

The 1987-1988 capital outlay program shows plans for a performing arts center with preliminary plans and working drawings to be completed during the 1990-1991 school year. A sum of $400,000 has been requested to fund that part of the project.

Construction of the facility is scheduled for the 1991-1992 school year with the level of funding at $10.2 million. Krauss said this is approximately half the estimated cost of the theater.

He added that in the past year there has been an approximately 70 percent increase in projected funding. Although the terms of the capital outlay program still need state approval, Krauss is encouraged.

The performing arts center is listed as number 17 of 19 requests for university improvements, but Krauss thinks it's possible to move the project ahead, especially with city cooperation.
Administrative titles changed to add clarity

By Mary Eddy

The recent change in working titles and responsibilities in Academic Affairs was prompted by the interim vice president for Academic Affairs in order to clarify the positions in his department.

“When I came to this office, one of the goals I had for Academic Affairs was to get clarity and clear the confusion here,” said Malcolm Wilson. “The span of control is very wide at Poly and too many people were reporting to Administration.”

Wilson said the new titles have helped the members of his office work with greater organization and efficiency. “They’re very dedicated people and we have great teamwork here that can’t be beat,” he said.

One of the changes includes updating the title and duties of Glen Irvin, who was formerly referred to as vice provost. His new title will be associate vice president for Academic Affairs and university dean.

“His title had to be changed because we no longer have a provost,” said Wilson. Irvin will assist Wilson in the operation of Academic Affairs and will act as the vice president in Wilson’s absence. He will also be responsible for both graduate and undergraduate curriculum and academic planning.

Robert Lucas, who was formerly referred to as director of research development, will now be the associate vice president for graduate studies, research and faculty development. “The title of associate vice president for graduate studies and research is common in other CSU schools and university dean. “His title had to be changed because we no longer have a provost,” said Wilson. Irvin will assist Wilson in the operation of Academic Affairs and will act as the vice president in Wilson’s absence. He will also be responsible for both graduate and undergraduate curriculum and academic planning.

Robert Lucas, who was formerly referred to as director of research development, will now be the associate vice president for graduate studies, research and faculty development. “The title of associate vice president for graduate studies and research is common in other CSU schools and university dean. “His title had to be changed because we no longer have a provost,” said Wilson. Irvin will assist Wilson in the operation of Academic Affairs and will act as the vice president in Wilson’s absence. He will also be responsible for both graduate and undergraduate curriculum and academic planning.

Lucas’ duties for faculty development include providing opportunities for faculty members to update themselves on information in their field through grants, speakers and faculty fellowships. “Bob (Lucas) is already heavily involved in faculty development, so this is just a formalization of what he was already doing,” said Wilson.

Glen Irvin, who was formerly the interim director of institutional studies and will be responsible for providing up-to-date data about registration, academic programs, admissions and curriculum. “Mark put together the most recent catalog and is the one the CSU wants tighter control of campus workers “so they can tell us what to do in our work and how to work ... It’s a power trip.”

Aceto said a show of public displeasure of CSU pay practices could force the CSU to negotiate with the systemwide SETC because, said Aceto, it is trying to punish the union for protest for fair pay. Workers on campus protest for fair pay

By Floyd Jones

In the shadow of California’s recent administration pay increases — Gov. George Deukmejian’s 70 percent increase and the CSU Chancellor’s Office 5 percent increase — the State Employees Trade Council has decided to demonstrate its disapproval.

Maintenance workers at Cal Poly marched for an hour in front of the Administration Building Wednesday afternoon to make the public aware of what they view as the inconsistent pay practices of the system. During the next few weeks workers in all of the 19 CSU campuses will hold similar informational pickets.

Cal Poly SETC Union steward Vin Aceto claims that the California State University system, through the pay control of the CSU Trustees, is trying to break up the SETC. Aceto said the CSU wants tighter control of campus workers “so they can tell us what to do in our work and how to work ... It’s a power trip.”

Aceto said a show of public displeasure of CSU pay practices could force the CSU to negotiate with the systemwide SETC because, said Aceto, it is trying to punish the union for protest for fair pay. Workers on campus protest for fair pay

Counselor advises Foundation:

Slow divestment is best

By Mary Eddy

The investment counselor for the Cal Poly Foundation Board advised the Foundation investment committee at their Aug. 8 meeting to divert because he believes that financially it is a good time to divest. The investment counselor, David Duncan, a member of the San Francisco investment firm of Wentworth, Hauser and Violich, said that although it is impossible to quantify the economic costs of divestment, the Foundation should be able to “get their best money” if they divest during an 18-month period.

See DIVESTMENT, back page

First glance

A Cal Poly grad finds success by helping her sister market a new line of shorts. Page 6.

In a word

Enthusiastic praise; also, and expression of this.

Weather

Weekend weather will be warm and sunny, with some low clouds and fog in the mornings. Highs in the 70s, lows in the 50s.
**An offer we shouldn’t refuse**

Something is wrong here. Something is very, very wrong. We want peace, right? (Everyone wants peace ...) And the Soviets are the bad guys, right? (Damn dirty Commies ...) Well, now that we have the line-up straight, we repeat: something is very wrong.

The U.S.S.R. has repeatedly offered a bilateral (that’s both us and them) moratorium on nuclear testing as an improvement to nuclear testing while the United States improves its nuclear arsenal is very much in doubt. Gorbachev and his people have made an effort to meet us halfway in establishing a ban on nuclear testing, but the Reagan administration demands that it must be a testing in research to reach nuclear parity with the Soviets. It has already been a year that the United States has had a chance to catch up on its nuclear technology, and it’s high time we start to question when we will be able to take part in some type of testing agreement.

President Reagan must join the Soviets in their ban on nuclear testing and work to develop a way of checking to see if there have been any violations to the moratorium. If the United States and Soviet Union form such an agreement, other nations are sure to follow. And what better interests can the United States and Soviet Union have than to protect their countries from the threat of nuclear war (as in mutual annihilation)?

So that’s the score — evil empire: 1, apple pie (that’s us and them) moratorium on nuclear testing agreement, other nations are sure to follow. And what better interests can the United States and Soviet Union have than to protect their countries from the threat of nuclear war (as in mutual annihilation)?

**You’ve got problems? So what**

Murphy, a philosopher on a level with Zen and Yogi Berra, once said that whatever can go wrong will go wrong. No question that this is true, and it is no truer than during the last few weeks when people are gearing up (or winding down) for finals. Here is some Murphyology for finals:

**DIEHL’S LAW:** Midterms aren’t chapter summaries don’t and it is no possible to read 475 pages of history in an evening.

**EDMONDSON’S OBSERVATION:** Coffee is like sex. When it’s good it’s very good. When it’s bad it’s still pretty good.

**GOOD’S THEORY OF RELATIVITY:** Political science is more important than sleep. Government is more important than showering. History is more important than the church. English is more important than Murphyology for finals:

**KENNETH DINTZER**

Summer Mustang columnist

**DINTZER’S LAW OF ECONOMICS:** The most important thing you can do with your textbook is sell it back.

**A.J.’S ONLY LAW:** Study sessions at Spike’s and computer programs finish at 8:00 a.m. the day they’re due don’t work.

**ANDREW’S FIRST LAW OF MATHEMATICS:** The number of errors made on any test can be determined by adding the number of times the class was missed to the number of study breaks taken the night before the number of times the page of pages read in the hour before the class.

**COROLLARY:** If this number exceeds 4,000 then pray the grading is curved.

**TALBOTT’S LAW OF TERM PAPERS:** If there is no time to correct it, don’t bother reading it over.

**FIRST COROLLARY:** The chances of any paper being good that the United States would join them, and yet they have persisted in their efforts to reach such an agreement. Just how long the Soviet Union will continue to refrain from testing while the United States improves its nuclear arsenal is very much in doubt. Gorbachev and his people have made an effort to meet us halfway in establishing a ban on nuclear testing, but the Reagan administration demands that it must be a testing in research to reach nuclear parity with the Soviets. It has already been a year that the United States has had a chance to catch up on its nuclear technology, and it’s high time we start to question when we will be able to take part in some type of testing agreement.

President Reagan must join the Soviets in their ban on nuclear testing and work to develop a way of checking to see if there have been any violations to the moratorium. If the United States and Soviet Union form such an agreement, other nations are sure to follow. And what better interests can the United States and Soviet Union have than to protect their countries from the threat of nuclear war (as in mutual annihilation)?

So that’s the score — evil empire: 1, apple pie (that’s us and them) moratorium on nuclear testing agreement, other nations are sure to follow. And what better interests can the United States and Soviet Union have than to protect their countries from the threat of nuclear war (as in mutual annihilation)?
The Wells Sportswear Outlet is inviting the public to (Good Thru Aug. 31) 4 FREE Drinks 541-4248 Sun. 12:00-4:00

Throughout August... Haircuts and perms, 1/2 off We use and feature KMS products.

Professor undergoes heart surgery

Electrical and electronic engineering professor Eugene Fabricius was rushed to the hospital Friday morning after complaining of dizziness and subsequently underwent a quadruple bypass operation.

Fabricius remained in intensive care for three days but has been improving steadily.

The SETC is getting support from another collective bargaining union at Cal Poly, the California State Employees Association. Today at the SETC picket custodians from the CSEA grabbed picket signs and marched with their "brother workers." A few years ago, when CSEA workers had troubles with their supervisors, SETC members gave them moral support.

Shirley Lewis, president of CSEA at Cal Poly, said her union is "fully supporting SETC's actions," adding that the situation is an example of "management unfairness."

The SETC is one of the few employee organizations at Cal Poly, and it has been fighting for fair pay and good working conditions.

Once upon a time...

Wells and Company was just a small manufactory.

Over time they have grown to be one of the nation's leading sportswear manufacturers.

The Wells Sportswear Outlet is inviting the public to purchase top quality sportswear, overruns and seconds at the lowest prices in San Luis Obispo.

Since they are local they can offer immediate restocking of quality fashions designed for the active lifestyle.

With this advertisement: A FREE COTTON BASEBALL JERSEY!! ($6.95 Value) (Good Thru Aug. 31)

WOODSTOCK'S PIZZA PARLOR

(Take a Study Break!)

4 FREE Drinks with the purchase of any WOODSTOCK'S PIZZA
541-4420 (one coupon per pizza)

1 FREE Salad (from the salad bar) with any PIZZA
541-4420 (in house customers only)
Junior Writing Test

Students choose test over classes

By Lynnette Ward

With the difficulty of getting into English classes, the Junior Writing Test could be a popular alternative for satisfying the Graduation Writing Requirement.

"The problem with using the other alternatives to fill the requirement is there are too many students for the number of teachers available to teach the classes," said Nancy Lucas, acting coordinator for the Writing Skills Office. In the past more students were using the coursework options to satisfy the requirement. However, the GWR statistics for winter 1986 reported that 56 percent of the students were certified by passing the JWT and only 43 percent were certified by fulfilling the coursework requirement.

"The percentage of students who pass the test has gone up since the test was started," Lucas said. Sixty-one percent of the students who took the test winter quarter passed, while 38 percent did not.

The GWR can be fulfilled by passing the Junior Writing Test or by receiving a grade of C or better and certification of writing proficiency in an approved upper-division writing course or in an approved junior-level literature course.

The JWT is the result of a 1976 mandate by the Trustees of the California State University requiring students to demonstrate their writing proficiency in order to graduate. This mandate was in response to pressures both inside and outside the university to reverse the decline in students' writing skills.

The Writing Skills Office defines the JWT as a 90-minute expository essay designed to test students' ability to organize and develop ideas, to make and support generalizations and to use language at a level appropriate to college graduates. The essay should be 500 words.

The JWT is offered once every quarter except summer. The cost of the test is $12.

Students are eligible to take the JWT for three consecutive quarters once they have completed 90 units. The test may be taken during any of the quarters of eligibility. Once the eligibility time has passed students may use the other two options for satisfying the GWR or request an extension of eligibility. However, the Writing Skills Office warns against waiting until the last minute. "Some people leave Cal Poly without their degree because of this," said Lucas.

JWT essays are reviewed by faculty members throughout campus who have been nominated by the dean of their school to serve on the committee. The number of faculty chosen to be readers varies depending on the number of essays. The readers must attend a training session to learn the method for reading and scoring the essays. The method they use is modeled on a system by Educational Testing Service, a private corporation which has done research and compiled statistics on the validity of the system.

Normally the essays are read by two readers unless a discrepancy occurs. The first reader reads the essay and marks the score with invisible ink. Then the second reader also scores it against waiting until the last minute. "Some people leave Cal Poly without their degree because of this," said Lucas. JWT essays are reviewed by faculty members throughout campus who have been nominated by the dean of their school to serve on the committee. The number of faculty chosen to be readers varies depending on the number of essays. The readers must attend a training session to learn the method for reading and scoring the essays. The method they use is modeled on a system by Educational Testing Service, a private corporation which has done research and compiled statistics on the validity of the system.

Normally the essays are read by two readers unless a discrepancy occurs. The first reader reads the essay and marks the score with invisible ink. Then the second reader also scores it against waiting until the last minute. "Some people leave Cal Poly without their degree because of this," said Lucas. JWT essays are reviewed by faculty members throughout campus who have been nominated by the dean of their school to serve on the committee. The number of faculty chosen to be readers varies depending on the number of essays. The readers must attend a training session to learn the method for reading and scoring the essays. The method they use is modeled on a system by Educational Testing Service, a private corporation which has done research and compiled statistics on the validity of the system.

Normally the essays are read by two readers unless a discrepancy occurs. The first reader reads the essay and marks the score with invisible ink. Then the second reader also scores it against waiting until the last minute. "Some people leave Cal Poly without their degree because of this," said Lucas. JWT essays are reviewed by faculty members throughout campus who have been nominated by the dean of their school to serve on the committee. The number of faculty chosen to be readers varies depending on the number of essays. The readers must attend a training session to learn the method for reading and scoring the essays. The method they use is modeled on a system by Educational Testing Service, a private corporation which has done research and compiled statistics on the validity of the system.

Normally the essays are read by two readers unless a discrepancy occurs. The first reader reads the essay and marks the score with invisible ink. Then the second reader also scores it against waiting until the last minute. "Some people leave Cal Poly without their degree because of this," said Lucas. JWT essays are reviewed by faculty members throughout campus who have been nominated by the dean of their school to serve on the committee. The number of faculty chosen to be readers varies depending on the number of essays. The readers must attend a training session to learn the method for reading and scoring the essays. The method they use is modeled on a system by Educational Testing Service, a private corporation which has done research and compiled statistics on the validity of the system.

Normally the essays are read by two readers unless a discrepancy occurs. The first reader reads the essay and marks the score with invisible ink. Then the second reader also scores it against waiting until the last minute. "Some people leave Cal Poly without their degree because of this," said Lucas. JWT essays are reviewed by faculty members throughout campus who have been nominated by the dean of their school to serve on the committee. The number of faculty chosen to be readers varies depending on the number of essays. The readers must attend a training session to learn the method for reading and scoring the essays. The method they use is modeled on a system by Educational Testing Service, a private corporation which has done research and compiled statistics on the validity of the system.

Normally the essays are read by two readers unless a discrepancy occurs. The first reader reads the essay and marks the score with invisible ink. Then the second reader also scores it against waiting until the last minute. "Some people leave Cal Poly without their degree because of this," said Lucas. JWT essays are reviewed by faculty members throughout campus who have been nominated by the dean of their school to serve on the committee. The number of faculty chosen to be readers varies depending on the number of essays. The readers must attend a training session to learn the method for reading and scoring the essays. The method they use is modeled on a system by Educational Testing Service, a private corporation which has done research and compiled statistics on the validity of the system.
Centrepointe nearly ready to house seniors

By Cindy Floyd
Staff writer

The Centrepointe student housing complex on North Broad Street has converted its apartments into an active senior citizen housing facility.

On Aug. 15 the management of the complex gave tours to prospective residents of model apartments and other facilities such as a pool and library.

According to an employee at the new senior living complex, all units were expected to be rented out within a year, but applications have been coming in at a faster rate. It is now expected that all Centrepointe apartments will be filled within the next three months.

Tour guide Cathie Montanez said, "Everyone who has signed up is excited about our food service, the two different apartments available and the well-planned activity program proposed."

The apartments range in price according to size and whether or not they are shared, Centrepointe has two plans people can choose from with prices ranging from $750 to $1,000 a month. Residents get one complete meal per day included in their monthly payment and other meal options are available.

The complex will offer residents free transportation for downtown shopping or for things such as medical appointments. The security system at Centrepointe will be handled by resident managers on every wing, as in the past.

The complex has also set up in every apartment an emergency call system connected with the front office. "All staff members are trained in CPR and can get to any apartment quickly," said Lisa Wood, the secretary at the front desk.

New additions to the complex include rails along every wall and ramps. The cafeteria will also be remodeled to suit the residents needs.

At the June 24 San Luis Obispo City Council meeting Centrepointe's plan to convert to senior citizen housing was approved. Residents will be able to move into Centrepointe at the beginning of September.

From page 1

most knowledgeable about the curricula across the campus," said Wilson. "He also has very good computer knowledge and is working with computers to increase program data retrieval which will improve decision making in our department."

Donald Coats' title has been changed to associate vice president for educational services, and he will be responsible for articulation, class scheduling, graduation, deviations and petitions.

Director of operations Frank Lebens has had his title changed to associate vice president for academic resources. Lebens will coordinate the administrative activities of the vice president's office and will be responsible for Academic Affairs financial operations and personnel.

Roger Swanson's title has been changed because his former title was modeled after the outdated provost title. His new title is associate vice president for enrollment support services and he will continue to be responsible for relations with schools, admissions, records, evaluations and student data systems.
Students often dream of going into business for themselves, but few are able to realize their aspirations. One recent Cal Poly graduate has taken over the business side of a thriving new enterprise. Jackie Starr, a 1984 business graduate, has joined forces with her clothing-designer sister to promote a line of colorful shorts that are already selling like crazy.

Starr's sister, Janelle Cowardin, a college student in San Diego, created a pair of shorts for her brother, a volleyball player. Just for fun she put a logo on the shorts that said "NELLIES." Friends and other volleyball players liked the shorts so much they asked her to make them some, too. The requests for shorts kept piling up so Starr convinced her sister to make a go at mass production.

"My sister doesn't have a business background and she didn't know what to do to get started. So I said I would run the business end and she could just design."

Since the sisters began their serious attempt at the business four months ago, Cowardin has had to keep sewing at least 10 hours a day, selling about 100 to 600 pairs of shorts a month.

Starr works on the business 20 to 25 hours a week, after she gets home from her full-time job. She currently works for a local firm, where she has polished the purchasing, accounting and marketing techniques she learned in college.

"Because of my background in school and my job experience, it really hasn't been hard to publicize the business. Of course, the kind of product we have almost sells itself. My sister goes to the beach and uses along a few pairs of her shorts. People always come up to her and ask to buy some. She doesn't even have to try to sell them. People know who she is and they come to her."

An article about NELLIES recently appeared in Volleyball Monthly and resulted in orders for about 20 pairs of shorts a week. The sisters have also been asked to sell their product at the next La Jolla Invitational Volleyball Tournament.

While Starr says NELLIES has already gotten a good reputation at the beach, the sisters want to expand with national advertising. Starr said they plan to stick to direct mail orders only as a way of keeping down costs to the customers. They hope to keep up with orders by sub-contracting the work. Plans for a promotional T-shirt and duffle bag are already in the works. And eventually, Starr hopes to promote an entire line of NELLIES wear.

"I've always wanted my own business," said Starr, "and even though it's a lot of work, it's exciting to have it actually happen."

Starr advises others interested in starting their own business to realize it's a lot of work that requires research and time. Starr said to "stay lean and mean, and realize that not only money, but also time is your own investment."
Study shows student prejudices

By Linda Voigt

The Mexican-American ethnic group is the minority most prejudiced against by Cal Poly students, according to a survey conducted on Cal Poly students.

Daniel Levi, a sociology psychology lecturer who has conducted research in the area of student prejudice for the past three years, said the high degree of prejudice against Mexican-Americans is likely to be attributed to the agricultural background of students.

"I think virtually everyone knows prejudice is bad," Levi said. "But people still have prejudices and they cognitively rationalize them."

Levi conducted the research as a teaching tool for his general and social psychology classes and later provided it as a service to the university.

He administered questionnaires to 300 Cal Poly students during a three-year period in order to target which groups people are prejudiced against. Questions included: Who are you prejudiced against? How did you become prejudiced? What is the target like? How does prejudice affect your treatment of them?

The questionnaire included four categories of prejudice: ethnic groups, social groups, personality groups and those who said they had no prejudices.

"I think people are lying when they say they have no prejudices," Levi said. "I know most of them are hiding out. A rough estimate of the true percentage of the 'no prejudices' group is about 1 percent, but I have no way to prove them wrong.

Almost every description of groups people are prejudiced against included a description of aggressive behavior, Levi said. "This is not unusual — how you see Mexican-Americans — as dangerous.

Levi said that this aggressive behavior is not limited to Mexican-Americans. "Virtually every non-black thinks blacks are dangerous. You justify it in the concrete," he said.

Research indicates people learn prejudice at home — from family, friends, media and social and economic competition, Levi said. "Ninety percent of Cal Poly students show personal experience as the cause of their prejudice, but that can't be true.

"In our society we know that if you hit me I can hate you. Specific wrongs are necessary for justifying prejudices. Why is it that if you get attacked by five Asians you end up hating an entire population?" Levi asked.

In response to the question of how students treat the people they are prejudiced against most, Levi said, "I try to ignore them whenever possible," while 10 percent said they actually discriminate against them and 15 percent said their behavior is not affected by their prejudices.

Levi said, "There is a kind of oddity in the fact that only 10 percent ever did anything about their prejudice when the essence of social behavior is based on reciprocity."

"If you're one of those 15 percent whose behavior is not affected by your prejudiced feelings, go find one of those minorities and ask them whether they can tell if they are prejudiced against," he said.

A separate group Levi has researched includes women. He found that women, isolated from other groups, don't see that men deny being prejudiced against women.

"In five years of study at Central Oregon Community College, University of Arizona and Cal Poly no man has indicated that he is prejudiced against women," Levi said. "Men argue that there is a biological truism that women are an inferior species. People today still argue that blacks (in general) are biologically inferior to whites. These arguments serve to justify their prejudices."

A trend at Cal Poly, according to Levi's research, indicates an increase in prejudice against Asians and homosexuals. Levi attributes these increases to social and economic competition as well as media coverage of AIDS.

"In the early '80s it was not appropriate to be pro-gay, and now all the AIDS media is allowing people to be more open about anti-gay attitudes. No one said they were prejudiced against gays because of a past experience, as with ethnic groups. Some said they can justify their prejudice for religious reasons. I have trouble with that reasoning," Levi said.
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CAN YOU CANOE? HERE'S YOUR CHANCE Green River Utah Canoe trip 1/4
CAN YOU CANOE? HERE'S YOUR CHANCE

TYPING

Looking for a clean nice new house and fun roommate 3bed house in Los Osos. Please call soon! 526-3664 fireplace and close to bay.

HENTHAL HOUSING

A-1 Quality & Overnight Service.

Professional Word Processing

LESLIE AND KATIE

Wanted

WANTED: 30 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING 10-20 LBS in 30 DAYS, 100% GUARANTEED 609-1128.

Cleaning services

REMEMBER TO RESERVE your camping equipment for the 14 Break at the ESCAPE ROUTE UU112 Cheap rentals wind socks,covers,backpacks,ice cream makers & more.

TYPING

A1 Quality Overnight Service. Professional Word Processing

Bayharn Executive Services 772-3348

AAA TYPING SERVICE

Student Papers-Resume Papers-Reports-Resumes Call 543-0641.

EXP TYPE: WILL SERVICE $2.25 PAGE CALL 549-0386 evens. 549-2434 day. Chris.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST-Fast Service $2.25 Page CALL 549-2434 CRM.

AA WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING Roni-M Sat, Sun, 8-noon, by appt., 549-2591

SAY MONEY PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING. TYPING. TERRY: FAST/cheap revisions spell check computer editing. Services 590-5048.

Short Notice $15pg. EDITING-6D. WK. PRO. CAMPUS-PU. 772-6211.

Short Notice $15pg. EDITING-6D. WK. PRO. CAMPU. P(I. 772-6211.

SHORT NOTICE $15pg. EDITING-6D. WK. PRO. CAMPUS-PU. 772-6211.

SUMMER TYPE $1.00 PG PSOMISOL VGC PICAP GEORGIA PITE 69-3336.

Typing 1.25 per page, Call Denise between 5-10pm 549-0774.

Wordprocessing-Call Diane evens. 526-4391 on campus-PU & Del.

YOUR TYPE CLERICAL SERVICE for paper copies, CALL BETHANIE ECKLES 543-7773.

LOST & FOUND

CAT FOUND: male orange tabby wifi collar. Found on campus. Call Ext. 2119 or 543-7503.

REPOSSESSIONS

FREE

Landscape river rock 50 cts yds. 1 1/4 size. Take some or pay $5. 543-2743.

TUTORS WANTED in all majors Tutor bartime and can earn $8.00hr. 543-2160.

CAT SALE

For sale mobile home in San Luis Family Park 10 by 50 2 bdrm with yard storage and many sofas, tables, chairs, lamps $19,500 call 541-5010 or message 549-6515.

Furniture refrig/cooler/freezer (bar size) 3' x 2' $750.00. Call 544-2694.

POLY CRIBBY AT HOME

FULL SCREEN TERMINAL(in like new condition) EPSON MX-70 PRINTER(PARALLEL) NEW MODEL. $325.

HOPEDS & CYCLES

1983 Honda Passport Excellent condition 3000 miles $650 OBO 726-2026 after 6pm.

IF I'M NOTT WANTED TO SHARE RM, NICE DUPLEX APT WASH & DRYER GARAGE 10 MIN WALK TO POLY $150 CALL 546-9006 JUSTINE.

For motorcycles for sale from Poly 2 singles $200 & $20. Also a double $200.


Wines • Happy Hour

Traditional Jazz with Scott Wrights new jazz group "4 really hip guys."

1000 Higuera St. SLO-54117

Nero's Pizza & Pasta

LARGEST PIZZA 499

by the slice anytime!

Studying For Finals?

Nero's is the Answer!

Open until midnight during finals week

PASTAS

BAKED IN HOT MOZZARELLA CHEESE

HOT & COLD ITALIAN SUBS

MIXED ANTIPASTOS & SALAD

BEER & WINE

FAST FREE DELIVERY CALL 543-1114

7 Summer Mustang Thursday, August 21, 1986

THE ROSE & CROWN

An Authentic

British Pub

offering Traditional

British pub Food

DANCE, DANCE, DANCE TO THE SOUND EXPERIENCE. Featuring Jon Sheffeild as DJ.

Every Wed, Thurs, Fri, Sat, 10pm-2am

Every Sunday, 5-9 pm

Traditional Jazz with Scott Wrights new jazz group "4 really hip guys."

Dine in or Carry Out

53 International Beers -13 on tap

WINES • HAPPY HOUR

STUDYING FOR FINALS?

Nero's is the Answer!

Open until midnight during finals week

PASTAS

BAKED IN HOT MOZZARELLA CHEESE

HOT & COLD ITALIAN SUBS

MIXED ANTIPASTOS & SALAD

BEER & WINE

FAST FREE DELIVERY CALL 543-1114
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DIVESTMENT

From page 1

"If they (the Foundation) divest right away they could be lucky or unlucky depending on the current market values," said Duncan. "For example, right now the market is off 6 percent what it was a couple of months ago. If they have 18 months to divest they can get the best money for their investments."

Duncan said the period of 18 months was chosen because it is a "good period of time to be able to tie sales to gains." He added, "Eighteen months will allow the Foundation time to gain good prospects for their investment."

Duncan said that although his firm has not recently encountered many organizations interested in divesting from businesses operating in South Africa, universities such as Cal Poly are reassessing previous decisions made about the issue. "There is a greater sensitivity in the university system for divestment especially since the U.C. Regents' decision," said Duncan, referring to the recent University of California Board of Regents' decision to completely divest their holdings in South Africa.

After the Aug. 8 meeting with Duncan, the chairman of the Foundation investment committee, Howard West, announced that the Cal Poly Foundation Board of Directors will review a proposal of divestment of stocks during an 18-month period starting from the date of the board action initiating divestment.

In opposition to West's proposal that the Foundation divest during 18 months, members of the Cal Poly Committee Against Apartheid are asking for immediate action against apartheid as opposed to a long-term divestment plan.

The 18-month period is supposed to allow time to reinvest wisely.

DROP IN...

See What The Bookstore Offers:

Huge Assortment of General Reading Books,
Cal Poly Souvenirs,
Photo Supplies, Processing, Film,
Cal Poly Clothing,
Calculators, Computers,
Gifts, Magazines, Snacks,
Health & Beauty Aids,
Art Supplies, Free Gift Wrapping,
and lots of other good things.
Most items at discount prices.

Summer Hrs:
Monday-Friday 7:45AM-4:00PM